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Nana
Princess
Crete
The Nana Princess resort brings a truly outstanding new hospitality experience to Greece and the
magnificent island of Crete with its plethora of
lavish 5* amenities and seamless tailor-made services, in which every guest receives VIP treatment.
Guests can choose from amongst a sumptuous
collection of 112 suites and villas, each one uniquely designed in perfect harmony with the natural
environment, while meeting the high expectations
of today’s modern traveller. Almost all accommodations boast an inviting private pool and spacious
outdoor sun area where guests can sit back and
take in the breathtaking sea views in uninterrupted
privacy.
www.nanaprincess.gr

The interior designers have chosen Lithoss for the flexibility
we offer.
Combinations up to four where made with engravings
on customers demand.
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Waldorf
Astoria
Berlin
Waldorf Astoria Berlin welcomes you with
modern luxury and unparalleled Waldorf
Service. This graceful urban oasis in the heart
of Berlin’s City West provides exclusive
experiences at Germany’s first Guerlain Spa,
Berlin’s highest suites and the 15th floor
Library Lounge.
Enjoy our Art Deco style and panoramic city
views.
The Lithoss Stainless Steel plates in several
combinations blend in very well in these rooms
with extreme luxury.
www.waldorfastoria3.hilton.com/en
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1898
The Post
Ghent

The 38 Guest rooms are decorated in a warm style, accenting the building’s
architecture with the high ceilings, dark green walls and antique furniture.
With great views through the grand windows, the restored wood and indirect lighting create a cozy atmosphere accented with a contemporary touch
of freshness. The natural earth colours of the interior design combine a
local sense of place with a relaxed feeling of being at home.
The Lithoss reading lights in bronze antique match perfect with the warm
textures of the hotel rooms. All buttons where engraved, so no need to search which button to use.
www.zannierhotels.com/1898thepost
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Damier Kortrijk

Hotel Damier is a charming 4-star hotel, located
on the Grote Markt in Kortrijk, with a classified
façade from 1769.
This luxurious boutique hotel - is a stylish base
to explore the city. Hotel Damier is a place
where history is combined with contemporary
charm, it is a hospitable hotel where service
comes first.
For this, our SELECT series was chosen in a
combination of brass and texured black, with
the base material of the textured plate being
brass.
After the engraving of the plate it is again in
brass. In this way this forms a beautiful whole.
www.hoteldamier.be
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Puro
Lodz

+

+++++

Stepping into PURO Hotel Łódź feels like a being in a
Hitchcock film – strong, captivating beginning is followed by a growing sense of suspense and amazement.
Right from the start, you experience exciting design
and architecture. Each room has its own, individual
style and unique character.
PURO Hotel Łódź has chosen the Lithoss Cockpit range,
where the plates were engraved for every function in
the room.
This in combination with our USB charger.

www.purohotel.pl
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Puro
Krakow
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Standard range fo
Printing or
Engraving Symbols
To personalize our switches, text (in the language of your choice) or symbols can be printed or engraved on the
button and/or coverplate. These symbols can be printed via a special silk-screen process. The colour of the print
depends on the chosen finish, for example a silver symbol on a gunpowder black coverplate. A true added value to
our products is laser engraving so you don’t only see the strength and quality of our products, you also feel them.
By choosing the correct laser setting you can burn the surface locally in order to obtain a discrete black symbol
or laser deeper to make the symbol appear in the base material. Other symbols can be printed or engraved when
quality images are supplied.
Lithoss is also a member of KNX.
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or hotel solutions
Combinations
Ever thought about combining?
What makes Lithoss unique, are the almost limitless possibilities in the area of functionality, finish,
combination options and personalisation.
Switches, sockets, USB chargers, sensors and
thermostats, whether or not connected to the
most advanced domotics systems: Lithoss offers a
wide range of applications.
Just think of, for instance, a panel you can install
at the head of the bed.
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Luminaires
The LUMINAIRES collection provides the finishing
touch to any turnkey project, both in residential and
hospitality. The Lithoss design is perfect for functional as well as creative solutions.
The Lithoss push button & reading light combination – the collection’s bestseller – is a nice example
of the perfect synergy between the sister companies
Lithoss and TAL.
This luminaire can be easily combined on a 2-fold,
3-fold or even 4-fold front plate.
The Gatekeeper and Nightguide are design solutions
for orientation lighting in stairwells, hotel rooms
etc.
www.tal.be
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Nightguide
Gatekeeper
Q light
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USB

charger

fully charged

charging

The Lithoss USB charger is an extremely
fast charger (2A) that charges most devices
quicker than the standard adapters that are
supplied by the manufacturers!
The USB charger can be easily installed on
every standard (European) wall box that
connects directly to 230V.
Thanks to the indication LED you are able to
monitor the status of the charging process.
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Doorhandle
Finish your project with a Supernova.
Positioning the switch at the same height of
the doorhandle creates a perfect match.

Vacuum socket
100% compatible with all Elek-Trends (etp)
systems. Compatible with all central vacuum
systems with diameter 40 mm tubes.
www.elektrends.be
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Floorsockets
www.lithoss.be/nl/arpi
Floor Sockets by Lithoss

IP66

IP64

Outdoor or indoor installation
IP66 / IK10
All types of floor (concrete screed or hollowed-out)
Flush or raised installation
Join plastic box (system tenon mortise)

Indoor installation only
IP64 / IK10
Installation in concrete screed
Flush installation
Join plastic box (system tenon mortise)
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Brushed Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel Beach

22

Stainless Steel Polished

14

Brushed Brass

23

Polished Brass

Brushed Stainless Steel

55

22

Stainless Steel Polished

Brushed Brass
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Polished Brass

CUSTOM range
During the years Lithoss have received several demands of customers who want something special for their hotel.
Due to our flexibility many of these demands have worked out pretty well.
Some examples

CARDREADER
FOR HOTEL ROOMS

COMBINATION CARDREADER
SWITCH + THERMOSTAT

ROOM NUMBERS

SURFACE BOX
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www.lithoss.com

Lithoss nv/sa
Moortelmeers 23
8740 Pittem
Belgium
E. info@lithoss.com
T. +32 (0)56 48 15 98
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